
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

December 10, 2020 

 

To:  Citizens of the Estes Valley 

From:  Fire Chief David Wolf 

 

Dear Citizens,  

What a year. The Fire Service prides itself on being able to tackle challenges big and small, and this year 

gave us plenty of opportunities. Despite the additional challenges of a global pandemic and the two largest 

wildfires in Colorado history at our doorstep, I am excited to report the progress made in 2020 and outline 

some of our goals for the coming year. The Board of Directors, Staff, and Volunteers of the Estes Valley 

Fire Protection District have been hard at work to ensure we fulfill our organization’s mission – to provide 

the citizens of and visitors to the Estes Valley with superior fire prevention, fire protection, and emergency 

services in a safe and efficient manner. Our annual report will be presented at our January Board meeting.  

Coming into the year, we had a focus on operating within our means and prioritizing our efforts where we 

could have the greatest impact for our citizens. We completed updates to our policies, completed the transfer 

of the Dannels Fire station from the Town of Estes Park, obtained multiple grants to support our Prevention 

efforts in wildland and general Community Risk Reduction, and added new volunteer members. 

Operationally we continued an aggressive training schedule, spent countless hours working the Cameron 

Peak and East Troublesome wildfires, all while managing the day-to-day responses.  

This year’s successes were a result of strong relationships. We’ve had strong support from mutual aid 

partners, but more importantly we’ve had strong support from our community. We were so appreciative of 

all the ways our community showed their appreciation, and we will continue to work every day to live up 

to honor that.  

As we enter 2021, we continue to strive to be good financial stewards of the property tax and sales tax we 

receive. We have paid off our ladder truck, which was the only outstanding debt for the District. We have 

operating reserves to protect us from a recession or lost tourism season, and a capital reserve to continue 

replacement of our fleet as things age out. We will continue to expand our Community Risk Reduction 

efforts to identify and proactively address and lower risk for our citizens and guests. We hope to complete 

an update to our strategic plan in the first quarter, outlining long term goals for our agency.  

It is a privilege to serve this great community, and we are proud to continue to do so as a 95% volunteer 

organization. Stay tuned for more updates in our annual report to be released in late January 2020.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

David Wolf, Fire Chief 

Estes Valley Fire Protection District 
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